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The 646-206 practice exam is written and formatted by Certified Senior IT Professionals working in
today's prospering companies and data centers all over the world! The 646-206 Practice Test covers
all the exam topics and objectives and will prepare you for success quickly and efficiently.
The 646-206 exam is very challenging, but with our 646-206 questions and answers practice exam,
you can feel confident in obtaining your success on the 646-206 exam on your FIRST TRY!
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- Try a demo before buying any Cisco exam
- 646-206 questions and answers, updated regularly
- Verified 646-206 answers by Experts and bear almost 100% accuracy
- 646-206 tested and verified before publishing
- 646-206 examcollection vce questions with exhibits
- 646-206 same questions as real exam with multiple choice options
Acquiring Cisco certifications are becoming a huge task in the field of I.T. More over these
exams like 646-206 exam are now continuously updating and accepting this challenge is itself a task.
This 646-206 test is an important part of Cisco certifications. We have the resources to
prepare you for this. The 646-206 exam is essential and core part of Cisco certifications and
once you clear the exam you will be able to solve the real life problems yourself.Want to take
advantage of the Real 646-206 Test and save time and money while developing your skills to pass
your Cisco 646-206 Exam? Let us help you climb that ladder of success and pass your 646-206 now!
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QUESTION: 1
What are three current business factors that are influencing customer decisions in making
technology investments? (Choose three.)

A. return on investment
B. competitiveness
C. number of product features
D. day one costs
E. regulation
F. availability of budget

Answer: A, B, E

QUESTION: 2
Which three services does Cisco provide to customers? (Choose three.)

A. Cisco focuses solely on the cloud and web-based offerings, enabling endpoints to
communicate.
B. Cisco accelerates the ability of IT to align more closely with the business and how
people actually work.
C. Cisco delivers deployment agility across endpoints and the network, including the
cloud, whether on premises or off premises.
D. Cisco focuses mainly on devices linking endpoints and applications via a common
framework.
E. Cisco delivers borderless experience across all major devices and operating systems.

Answer: B, C, E

QUESTION: 3
Which option best describes the primary value of the Cisco IP Next-Generation Network?

A. interoperates seamlessly with customers, though with only a few applications
B. provides unique network intelligence that runs throughout the architecture, regardless
of traffic mix or device
C. embeds intelligence in the core only
D. provides an access-specific solution that targets optical and Ethernet products
E. integrates only two of the four Cisco architectures

Answer: B
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QUESTION: 4
You discover that a financial institution is planning to acquire two banks and wants to
scale its infrastructure independent of the size of the acquired entities and deliver nextgeneration functionality almost immediately. Which three options are the most
appropriate questions to ask a business decision maker? (Choose three.)

A. What are your plans for expanding services and offerings to your customers and your
staff?
B. What issues are you experiencing related to technical readiness, implementation,
monitoring, and optimization?
C. How are growing costs affecting the flexibility of your company and its profit margin?
D. How quickly can your IT staff roll out new applications?
E. What do you see as the greatest risks to your business? F. What technical issues
concern you the most?

Answer: A, C, E

QUESTION: 5
What is the Cisco goal regarding market share for each of the major markets that its
products compete in?

A. to compete effectively in every market in which Cisco participates
B. to be No.1 or No. 2 in every market in which Cisco participates
C. to be in the top 1 percent in every market in which Cisco participates
D. to be first in every market in which Cisco participates

Answer: B

QUESTION: 6
Which three customer needs are addressed by Cisco solutions? (Choose three.)

A. reducing day one costs
B. improving productivity
C. gaining competitive advantage
D. focusing on current needs
E. obtaining a wide variety of point products
F. reducing TCO

Answer: B, C, F
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